
 

 

School Avenue Park Project 

As part of a village improvement plan, the Parish Council would like to invest in a project to improve 

residents’ health and wellbeing by developing the School Avenue Recreation Area to create a park that could 

be enjoyed by all ages of our community. 

To supplement the existing young children’s play area, we are working with Durham County Council to 

develop plans to provide: 

a) A family seating area, consisting of benches, picnic tables and a tree seat 

b) An Adult Outdoor Gym with equipment designed for use by residents of all abilities and fitness. 

The gym equipment would also be suitable for use by teenagers. 

This project was included in our improvement plans following comments made by residents, both informally 

and in response to previous community consultation exercises.  

We are looking to fund the project from external funds currently available for recreation and open spaces 

projects, Durham AAP grant funding, contributions from Cllr Kellett’s DCC Neighbourhood Fund and the 

Parish Council’s Village Improvement Plan (VIP) earmarked reserve.  

As the site is owned by DCC and there is already an existing outdoor facility in place, DCC will sponsor the 

project, oversea its implementation and maintain the entire park going forward. Resources for the initial 

project investment will of course be limited and priorities will need to be determined. 

The choice of gym equipment is of particular importance given the wide range of equipment now available 

for outdoor use. We have therefore taken advice from DCC on the type of equipment they recommend, as 

they, as sponsors will need to sign off the project plan before progressing on our behalf.  But it is important 

to the success of the project that your views, on the individual items of equipment proposed for installation, 

our known so that we can give priority to those items most potential users would prefer to see installed and 

we can make best use of the funding available.  

Have Your Say 

We would therefore appreciate anyone aged 13 or over taking the time to share your thoughts by 

completing a community consultation survey.  

This can be done by : 

a) Completing a paper copy: available from the Jubilee Hall or by download from our website at: 

b)  

c) Accessing and completing the survey on in using the link on our website or facebook page at: 

d)  

The closing date for consultation is:  DD/MM/YY   



 

                 School Avenue Park Project 

Outdoor GYM – Community Consultation Survey  

      1.  Do you use any kind of gym at present?      Yes   No 

   If no 

        1a     Why not? 

 

     If yes,  

       1b     What type of gym is it and where is it located? 

 

       1c    What are your main reasons for going to a gym and what do you enjoy must about going? 

     

       1d   What items of equipment do you prefer to use at  the gym you go to?   

 

       2.   Do you think you would use the outdoor gym proposed as part of the School Avenue Project?    Y   N        

 

If no,  

2a  Why not? 

If yes. 

3. What items of equipment would you prefer to use as part of an outdoor gym?  

 

Please look at the three groups of equipment attached at 3a, 3b and 3c and select items you are 

most likely to use  

4. What age group are you in? 

13-1818-25 

25-4040-79 

80+ 

 

Further information and contact details 
Please returned completed surveys to, The Jubilee Hall, FAO, The Parish Council 

       If you prefer, you can access and complete this survey online using………. 

 

       CONSULTATION CLOSING DATE :   



 

 

3a) Select up to two of the following items you are most likely to use. 

Item 
Description 

 A:   Magnetic Bells 

 

 
 

 
The three different weights move freely up and down a 
vertical tube, featuring a magnetic breaking system that 
offers controllable resistance, and prevents the weights 
from dropping to the surface and slows down the fall to a 
reduced pace. The option to choose between a light, me-
dium or heavy training weight, makes the Rope Bells frame 
an accessible piece of equipment for both the trained and 
the untrained 

B:        Suspension Trainer 
 

 

 
Three suspension trainers hanging at varying heights for 
highly versatile and accessible own bodyweight training. 
Using gravity and body position hundreds of exercises can be 
performed according to individual fitness levels and abilities. 
The intensity of each exercise can be determined simply by 
adjusting the body position to add more or less resistance.  

C:   Core Twist  

 

The two poles rotate 360° clock- and counter clockwise 
with a resistance that can be determined by speed of 
movement. Combined with an ab station targeted at in-
creasing upper body strength, the Core Twist offers every-
one a complete functional workout aimed at increasing 
overall strength and core stability 

 

D: Combi 5 
 

 

 

10 different workout stations in one featuring all the essen-
tial elements for users to release their creativity:   

 

 

Enter:  Up to 2 
items from A, B, C 
and D 

   

 

 

 

 



 

 

3b) Select up to two of the following items you are most likely to use.  

      Item Description 

A:   Cross Trainer with touch screen 
 

              
 

 

The Cross Trainer provides a safe, non-impacting workout with-
out putting unnecessary stress on the joints. Designed to give 
users of all ages, physiques and fitness levels a cardiovascular 
training workout. The intelligent system automatically adapts 
the workout to the pace set by the user, securing that the user 
gets a proper resistance. Besides the automatic drive the user 
can also choose to manually adjust the resistance, either by us-
ing the touch screen or by an  APP. 

 B:   City Bike  
 

 

The City Bike provides a comfortable and challenging ride for 
all users. The frame is designed with a low open entry and 
ergonomics promoting an upright riding style. 

The resistance automatically adapts depending on pedalling 
speed, but users can also choose to manually change the re-
sistance on a touchscreen or through a Bluetooth-connected 
app depending on the model 

C   Sports Bile  
 

  

The Sport Bike is an adjustable and interactive piece of cardio 
equipment which is the same quality and as equally effective 
as what you expect in equipment at an indoor fitness centre. 
The Sport bike is all about an active riding style, the frame 
optimized for performance riding in a forward leaning posi-
tion. The resistance can adapt automatically depending on 
the pedalling speed, or through the users can choose to 
manually change the resistance on a touchscreen or through a 
Bluetooth-connected app depending on the model  

D   Arm Bike 
 

 

 

The Arm bike is truly inclusive and can be used seated in your 
wheelchair giving a great workout for the upper body. When 
the exercise is done from a standing position it is a full body 
workout, engaging all big muscle groups. The resistance can 
adapt automatically, depending on the pedaling speed, or the 
users can choose to manually change the resistance on an 
App. 

 

Enter  up to 2 from 
A, B, C and D  

 

 

 

 



 

 

3c)  Select up to 6 items from the following 12 you would be mostly likely to use 

Item Description   Item Description   

1 Sit up Bench 
 

 

The Straight Bench is perfect 
for training the core with 
lower back and ab exercises 
such as leg lifts and sit ups.  

2 Step 
 

 

40 cm step. The step is 
one of the most simple 
yet highly versatile 
training tools, so many 
exercises can be done 
with it.  

3. Parallel Bars 
 

 

A set of two bars at equal 
heights, ideal for hand 
balancing exercises and for 
doing dips which is great for 
strengthening the chest, 
shoulder and arm muscle 

4. Stretch Station 

 

The stretch station gives 
strength and stretch al-
lows exercises for all dif-
ficulty levels of for all 
parts of the body 

 

5 Push up bars 
 

 
 

The chest and arms can be 
trained through exercises such 
as rows or dips. To increase 
jumping skills the bars can be 
used as hurdles  

6. Balance Station 
 

  

The four items in the sta-
tion will have different 
difficulty levels that al-
lows for progression and 
a challenge for every user 
type. Good for lower limb 
balance, ankle strength 
and flexibility. 

7 Dip Bench 
 

 

Suitable for the more ad-
vanced hand balancing exer-
cises e.g hand stand push ups. 
Perfect  for dips, which are 
ideal exercises for strengthen-
ing the chest, shoulder and 
arm muscles. 

 8 Assisted Step  
 

 

Used for both strength, 
posture control and 
cardio exercise. For ac-
commodating the bal-
ance and safety chal-
lenges for elderly people, 
the step is complimented 
with a support rail. 

9 Lower Back Bench  

 
 

Used for back extension exer-
cises in various forms thereby 
strengthening hip extensor, 
lower back and upper back 
muscles. 

 

 10.Flex Wheel 

  

The turning movement 
has a mild resistance 
suitable for users at all 
levels.  The wheel will 
train shoulder and upper 
body mobility. It can be 
used standing on one 
foot using one hand – 
either front facing or 
sideways. 

11. Multi 
Timer

 

. A Multi Timer is easy to see 
while working out and it gives 
an auditory and visual signal 
that clearly indicates when to 
start and stop activities.  

 

12. Pull UP 

Station

 

The vertical ladder can be 
used as a wall, to influ-
ence difficulty levels of 
various exercises such as 
hand stand push ups, 
Bulgarian split squats and 
push ups.  



 

 


